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NEWSLETTER JULY 2013
Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 24 July at 19h15.
Programme:
•
•
•
•
•

Annual General Meeting. It will be short and sweet. (about ½ hour). Come and speak your
mind about society matters and vote for new committee members.
What’s Up? by Percy Jacobs.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Impact craters” by Michael Poll.*
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

The chairperson at the meeting will be Bosman Olivier.
* See a summary of the main talk on page 8.

Friday 19 July at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left
immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road. Arrive from sunset onwards.
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Report of observing evening on Friday 21 June 2013
by Michael Poll , Percy Jacobs and Johan Smit
We had a clear evening at last, only the second of our 2013 observing evenings. There
was not a cloud in the sky, and it was not too cold either, considering the time of the year. The
only “but” was that the moon was two days from full. There were about 30 or so members and
visitors present, and about a dozen telescopes. Amongst the visitors we were very pleased to
welcome Harry Kanowitz, (see below) who contacted the Centre via our website. Neville Young
also had an interested audience for most of the evening with his solar system model.
The bright moon precluded the seeing the best views of our favourite deep sky objects, but
there were some sights on offer. On the Moon, visitors were shown a few craters, including Copernicus, Aristarchus, Tycho, with its rays of ejecta, and Plato. Saturn was almost overhead, and
was a great sight in Craig’s 12 inch telescope. Some of the visitor also saw Omega Centauri in
Craig’s telescope.
A couple of “new” double stars were Delta Apodis (delta of the constellation Apus, the Bird of
Paradise), and Delta Boötis. Delta Apodis is a lovely wide pair of equally bright, orange stars. The
two stars are quite widely separated and could even be seen as double in a finder scope. Delta
Boötis is also a wide pair, but the components here are quite unequal (Sue French in Sky and
Telescope for June 2013 (page 57) gives the magnitudes as 3.6 and 7.9.
Another double that was known about previously, Epsilon Boötis, but which Michael had
never seen split before, was split this time. This is a tight double, and was only just separated in a
6 inch telescope. The stars are said to be of contrasting colours although no colour was seen on
this occasion. Epsilon is known as Izar, but also has a second name on account of the colours –
Pulcherrima, “the beautiful one”. Later on, we showed Alpha Librae (Zubenelgenubi – the Southern Claw) as another example of a wide double.
Some deep sky clusters were shown to visitors – we could show examples of open clusters and globular clusters. The former included Messier 7 in Scorpius and the globulars shown
included Omega Centauri
Percy operated the 12" Meade which belongs to Deon Venter who has put the scope into
our hands for safe keeping and for use in public outreach and public events.
Photographs 1 &2 are of visitors making use of the 12” Meade. Photograph Number 3
shows centre Members Louis & Craig Kloke with their 12” Sky Watcher. Louis and Craig are active ASSA 100 observers. Photograph No 4 is of the current and some past Centre Chairmen.
From left to right – Michael Poll, Bosman Olivier (current Chairman), Harry Kanowitz and Johan
Smit. (Photograph credits : Percy Jacobs).
Harry Kanowitz joined ASSA Pretoria in 1966 and served as Chairman in the late 60'
s
and early 70'
s. He was involved with the building of ASSA Pretoria'
s observatory on the Radcliffe
site, this was before it was dismantled and moved to its current location at CBC. It was truly special to spend some time with him and hear about the stories from the old days. Harry has indicated that he will be willing to present a talk sometime in the future, about the early days of ASSA
Pretoria.

Left to right: Michael Poll, Bosman Olivier , Harry Kanowitz and Johan Smit in front of the observatory at CBC.
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Report of the meeting on 26 June 2013 - by Michelle Ferreira
The meeting was not so well attended, with a few visitors present. This
could have been due to the cold weather and the winter school holidays. The
Chairman, Bosman Olivier highlighted some forthcoming attractions taking
place:
• Members were once again invited to submit their astrophotography items to
the editor of Sky Guide for possible use on the cover of the 2014 issue
• Members were also invited to submit submissions for candidates for the
ASSA Council, specifically for the position of Observation Director
• Scopex will take place on 20 July and telescope makers are encouraged to
display their projects. And when you are there, get involved in the activities. We can always use help at the various exhibits and demonstrations.
• Volunteers are also requested to assist Johan Smit at Wagpos High School
outside Brits on Thursday, 25 July for a viewing event. SAASTA’s mobile
planetarium will also be present.
• The Karoo star party, again presented at the Kambro Padstal near Britstown,
will take place over the weekend of 9 -11 August.
“Beginner’s Corner” was presented by Johan Smit. His talk was named
“Hitting the wall” which included mention of the “wall of aperture, wall of old age,
wall of burnout, wall of light”, etc., The talk centered around the philosophy of
problems encountered by amateur astronomers in their “careers”. Observers
can become disillusioned, telescopes stand idle, sometimes not even starting
up with the hobby and also becoming confused and indecisive with the vast array of available equipment. It is important to push what you’ve got to the limit,
to share both your knowledge, experience, large equipment and of course your
enthusiasm together with good old fashioned encouragement. To the newcomers, it is important to practice, to attend star parties and viewing evenings and to
learn to use your equipment to the best of its limits.
Thereafter Fred Oosthuizen described what’s up during the month of
July. The constellation of Scorpius is very prominent at this time. There are
quite a number of bright stars to view during this period. To name but a view,
we can look for Antares, a red supergiant with apparent visual magnitude 0.96
and distance from the Sun ±550 ly. There is Scorpius, the 16th brightest star in
the night sky. Tau Scorpii is quite a luminous target and thus a popular target
for astronomers. Omega Scorpii is composed of two stars. Another designation that is shared by two stars is Zeta Scorpii of which one is a hypergiant. Also prevalent during this time are various clusters. Here he made mention of Messier 4 – a globular cluster in Scorpius, M6 – the Butterfly cluster, M7
– the Ptolemy cluster and an emission cluster named the Cat’s Paw Nebula or
also known as the Bear Claw Nebula. Happy hunting during your viewing evenings.
See video clips about the James Webb Space Telescope.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8ePhEc7Lm4&NR=1&feature=endscreen
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 26 June 2013 - by Percy Jacobs
Phases of the Moon
Dark Sky – 30th July to 13th Aug (early Aug)
New Moon
First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter

– 6th Aug (dark sky)
– 14th Aug
–20th & 21st Aug
–28th Aug

Planet & Moon Groupigs
8th to 13th Aug – low west / early evening
Venus & Moon together – Spica above
25th to 31st Aug – low west / early evening
Saturn, Spica, Venus - in a straight line
6th Aug – low east – before sunrise
Jupiter, Mars, Mercury
1st week Aug – best time to observe Neptune & Uranus - low west / before sunrise
Neptune setting 1st & Uranus following a way back
Events
Meteor Showers
3 specific showers in late July early Aug
between 22:00 to 05:00
try and observe early or late Aug – the “dark sky” times with no moon interference
see “Sky Guide” for details
Asteriod “Juno” – one of the big 4 (Ceres, Pallas, Vesta)
passing through Aquarius / Capricornus – need detailed map to observe
irregular junk - ~260km’s across
~mag. 9.0
Constellations – shall be discussed in more detail at meeting
South - Sculptor
- “the sculptor”
Pavo - “the peacock”
Grus - “the crane”
Sagittarius - “the archer”
Corona Australis – “the southern crown”
North – Lyra
Cygnus
- “the swan”
Aquila - “the eagle”
Sagitta
- “the arrow”
Delphinus
- “the dolphin”
Pegasus
- “the winged horse”
Vulpecula
- “the fox”
Corona Borealis
- “the northern crown”
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An evening's astrophotography - by Michael Moller *
The weather'
s looking good. No wind, and not a
cloud in the sky. The moon is nearing full, but hey, you
can'
t have everything. The objects I'
m interested in tonight all lie around Scorpius'tail, and the moon sits far
enough away not to be too much of a bother.
It'
s dark, and dinner has been eaten. Now, first
things first. Always check the collimation before anything else – you don'
t want to discover tomorrow that a
whole evening'
s work resulted in a stack of useless exposures. Collimation goes way out for no reason at all
on these fast Newtonians.
I insert the Cheshire collimating eyepiece into
the focuser and tilt the scope towards the lamp hanging from the dining room ceiling. Yup – good thing I
checked – its gone out just far enough to matter. Collimating the little 6-inch reflector is a cinch, as I can peer
into the eyepiece while still being able to reach the adjusting screws. A quick tweak, and I'
m set to go.
I remove the Cheshire eyepiece and return it to
its slot in the accessory case, which Robynn, my wife
bought for me. She knows how small things can make
a big difference. The old box that contained my increasing number of bits and bobs was becoming unMichael Moller
wieldy. This is so much better.
I carry the mounted telescope out to our small garden. I put it down on the lawn from where
I can just see Scorpius rising over the neighbour’s roof. I don'
t have much of a view to either the
eastern or western horizon and mostly rely on the bubble level on the tripod to get the elevation
aligned correctly. I adjust the legs on the tripod until the bubble is floating in the centre. Then back
inside to retrieve the case with the accessories.
To align the azimuth axis I insert the illuminated reticule eyepiece and swivel the scope to
look almost straight up and a bit towards the north – there where the equator crosses the meridian.
I plug the motor driver into the small R.A. motor, and hook up the battery. I quickly slide the counterweight upward to balance the weight of the optical tube assembly and eyepiece. Now all I need
is a star to lock on to. I remove the protective caps from the finder-scope and stick them in my
pocket. I peer into the finder'
s eyepiece, but see no good candidate stars. The bright moon is
washing out all but the brightest stars. I look up, into the night sky, disappointed at just how few
visible stars there are tonight – even less than normal, which were never that many in the first
place, considering all the light pollution in the city. I see Spica – a lone first magnitude star not far
from where I need a beacon star – all alone in the sky; stripped of its entourage of the rest of the
Virgo stars by the glow of the nearby moon. It will do nicely.
I adjust the scope to align on Spica. I remove the dust cap and peer into the eyepiece looking for a sign of the star. I swivel the scope back and forth and see blur streak by. Slower... there!
Adjusting the focus, the blur gradually becomes a pinprick of light. I throw the switch that turns on
the tracking drive, and the next half an hour goes by in a blur of concentration. I align the bright little Spica on the reticule. It tries to escape upwards and I chase it north. First by lifting and rotating
the whole tripod around one of its legs, and later by careful adjustment of the azimuth screws.
Every time Spica escapes from its reticuled confinement I chase it down and bring it back. If it slips
down I swing the alignment south; up, north. Every time the adjustments get smaller and the speed
of its flight slows.
Eventually I'
ve got Spica sitting on the line. Its been a minute now and it is hasn'
t tried slipping either north or south. I'
ve got a light sweat going despite the night chill setting in. Time to take
a few minutes breather. Spica'
s not going anywhere now.
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I ready the camera for the night'
s work. I'
ll be imaging open clusters tonight – no fancy filters
needed. I screw the coma correcting lens into the T-thread adaptor and snap the whole assembly
onto the camera. One last check on the alignment: Spica is sitting just a hair’s breadth below the
reticule. I tweak the azimuth screw a smidge south, and return the reticule eyepiece to the case.
The nose of the coma correcting lens snugly takes its place in the focuser. I tighten the screws that
lock the camera in place and adjust the counter weight to compensate for the added weight.
(Continued on next page.)
My homemade cereal box and duct tape Bahtinov mask goes over the mouth of the scope.
Now I need to focus Spica onto the camera'
s imaging plane. The only foolproof way to do this is to
adjust the focus until the pictures come out clear. Fortunately the Bahtinov mask creates a magical
diffraction pattern to guide your adjustments. In no time at all I'
ve got a nice, clear, focused pattern
and I'
m ready to permanently capture whatever I point the scope at.
Tonight I will take a few hundred exposures in a few hours. The aim tonight is quantity,
rather than quality. Once I'
ve finished cataloguing the objects on the list I will be able to come back
and give the full quality treatment to the most promising objects. If all goes well, after processing
these exposures tomorrow, I will have four new celestial images to add to the growing catalogue.
Now, what was first on the list? * Michael is a member of the Pretoria Centre.

A photograph of the Lagoon Nebula (aka M8 and NGC 6523) taken by Michael Moller during the
Northern Star Party 7 to 9 June 2013 at Shekinah. This nebula is located 4 100 light-years away
in the constellation Sagittarius, which is located towards the centre of the Galaxy.
Telescope: 6" F5 Newtonian on an equatorial mount.
Camera: Canon 650D.
Exposures: 14 x 1min ISO 6400. (Editor’s comment: a beautiful photograph!)
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•

SCOPEX. Telescope & Astronomy Expo in Johannesburg on Saturday, 20 July
2013. Visit the astronomy event of the year. http://www.sa-venues.com/events/
gauteng/scopex/

•

KAROO STAR PARTY. The ASSA Pretoria Centre wants to hold its fifth National
Karoo Star Party during the weekend of 9 to 11 August 2013 about 20 km north of
Britstown in the Karoo, right next to the N12 at the Kambro Padstal. The reason for
this locality, apart from the fabulous Karoo skies, is that it is almost exactly halfway
between Gauteng and the Cape Town area, so we can all drive the same distance
to the site. The first event of this type was held during April 2009 and proved to be
a huge success. The Karoo lived up to its reputation and provided magnificent
views to those lucky enough to be present. More information from:
Johan Smit, cell phone: 072 806 2939, e-mail: JohanS@firsttech.co.za
Danie Barnardo, cell phone: 084 588 6668, e-mail: daniebar@webmail.co.za
To book, please contact Wilma Strauss, the Manager of Kambro, directly at 083
305 6668 or at e-mail: kambro@albieswireless.co.za

•

Astrophotos for Sky Guide. Members are invited to submit their astrophotos to
the editor of Sky Guide Africa South for possible use on the cover of the 2014 issue.

Call for nominations of candidates for ASSA Council. Members are invited to
submit nominations.
• Call for nominations for new committee members. See attached nomination
form.
•

An artist’s depiction of the Milky Way and its central region where there is a black hole
(mass = 4.2 million solar masses) with an accretion disk and stars orbiting around it.
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Basics: g on the surfaces of heavenly bodies - by Pierre Lourens
The gravitational acceleration g of an object in free fall at the surface of a spherical body is
given by
g = GM / R 2
The symbols have the following meanings.
G: Cavendish constant.
M : Mass of the body.
R: The radius of the body.
The formula shows that g is independent of the mass of the object. g is also the gravitational force (i.e. the weight) per unit mass of an object at the surface of the body.
A super-Earth is an exoplanet with a mass higher than Earth'
s, but substantially below the
masses of the solar system'
s smaller gas giants Uranus and Neptune, which are 14 and 17 Earth
masses respectively. (They have actually been discovered in the habitable zones of their parent
stars. See the items under the heading “Exoplanets” in the “Noteworthy items” elsewhere in this
newsletter.) Assuming that a super-Earth has the same average density as Earth, g / gEarth at the
surface of a super-Earth is given by the formula
g / gEarth = (M / M Earth)
The table gives the values of g / gEarth on the surfaces of some solid bodies of the solar
system and some super-Earths around other stars. The value of g / gEarth is a measure of what
the gravitational acceleration of a falling object is on the surface of the body, and also what the
object weighs on the surface. E.g. on the surface of Earth’s moon, a falling object has a gravitational acceleration 0.165 as much as on the surface of
Body
g / gEarth Earth, and weighs 0.165 as much as on the surface of
Earth.
Mercury
0.378
One wonders if weight might be a problem for
Venus
0.903
hypothetical organisms on a super-Earth for which M /
Earth
1.00
M Earth = 10. For organisms on land it will be a problem.
(I
might be wrong. Evolution can produce the most surMars
0.377
prising adaptations, like very lightly built organisms or
Pluto
0.067
massive walking organisms with powerful legs.)
But in a hypothetical liquid water ocean on such
Earth’s moon
0.165
a super-Earth, even a very massive whale-like organGanymede
0.145
ism with average density the same as that of water and
Europa
0.134
that is completely immersed, will experience no weight
problems. Recall Archimedes’ principle: when a body is
Titan
0.137
immersed (partly or completely) in a fluid, the ArAsteroid Ceres
0.028
chimedes force exerted upward on the body by the
fluid is equal to the weight of the displaced fluid. Al1.26
Super-Earth, M / M Earth = 2
though the organism’s weight is 2.15 as much as on
1.71
Earth, the Archimedes force of the water pushing it up
Super-Earth, M / M Earth = 5
is also 2.15 as much as on Earth. It will therefore feel
2.15
Super-Earth, M / M Earth = 10
no weight at all.
Summary of main talk on July 24th 2013
The subject of the main talk is “Impact Craters” and will be presented by Michael Poll. The topics to be covered will include some history of early thoughts and theories about impact craters; a
discussion about the energies involved in their formation, and a look at crater morphology. Then
will follow an outline of the mechanics of crater creation, and a description of the immediate effects of an impact. The final section discusses how a suspect crater on the Earth can be shown
to be the result of an impact.
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Downloadable sky atlases *
Deep Sky Hunter Atlas 2nd Release
The good find of a new and properly annotated printable deep sky atlas should help us
amateur astronomers to increase our ability to cross the wall of finding DSOs.
This atlas is by Michael Vlasov from Israel and consists of 112 pages in the map section,
covering the complete area of the sky, north to south.
He depicts the atlas as follows:
"New, comprehensive deep sky atlas, designed for serious DSO observers.
Magnitude 14 DSO, magnitude 10.2 stars, 101 pages (entire sky), 21 "zoom" maps.
Indicated best objects, dark & bright nebulae, common names, detailed objects list."
A separate download provides the Deep Sky Hunter Atlas Object List.
http://www.deepskywatch.com/deepsky-atlas.html
Magnitude 7 Star Atlas
The atlas by Andrew L. Johnson is a well-known atlas consisting of 20 primary charts and
a supplementary chart for the Virgo-Coma Berenices region.
Two versions are available for downloads: One in black and white and one with a blue
coloured Milky Way. They can be downloaded at either of the following two websites:
http://www.cloudynights.com/item.php?item_id=1052
http://www.archive.org/details/Mag_7_Star_Atlas
This can enhance your amateur astronomers'preparations for observations through the
new addition of Mag-7 Star Atlas Project Object Index at
http://www.astro.cz/mirror/atlas/files/en_EN/ObjIndex.pdf

* This was sent in by Johan Jordaan, a member of the Pretoria Centre of the ASSA.
Meet a member of the Pretoria Centre
Left: Andrie van der Linde
“ASSA Top 100” Observers
1 George Dehlen
100 (complete)
2 Louis Kloke
89
3 Percy Jacobs
83
4 Michael Moller
67
5 Michael Poll
36
6 Craig Kloke
23
7 Pat Kühn
22
8 Grant Thompson
20
9 Andre de la Ponte
6
10 Graham Low
2 (new addition)
11 Bosman Olivier
2 (new addition)
12 Albie Lombard
1 (new addition)
Total
451
What happens when a wet towel is wrung out
in the zero gravity condition in the ISS?
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130424.html
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Noteworthy items
Solar system
•

Image of second largest known ocean on Titan. The false colour image was made with synthetic aperture radar. The ocean is filled with liquid ethane and methane and is 420 km x 350
km in size. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Titanic_Sea

•

Comet ISON brings holiday fireworks.
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2013/24/

•

NASA announces Asteroid Grand Challenge. NASA announced a Grand Challenge focused
on finding all asteroid threats to human populations and knowing what to do about them. An “all
hands on deck” strategy is called for.
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/jun/HQ_13-188_Asteroid_Grand_Challenge.html

Exoplanets
• Three planets in habitable zone of nearby star. Gliese 667C has at least six planets. A record-breaking three of these planets are super-Earths lying in the habitable zone around the
star, making them possible candidates for the presence of life.
http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1328/
•

NASA'S Kepler discovers its smallest habitable zone planets to date. NASA'
s Kepler mission has discovered two new planetary systems that include three super-Earths in the habitable
zones of their stars.
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/apr/HQ_13-112_Kepler_62_finding.html

NASA’s HST finds a true blue planet. If seen directly, this planet would look like a deep blue
dot, reminiscent of Earth'
s colour as seen from space. But that is where the comparison ends.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2013/july/nasa-hubble-finds-a-true-blue-planet/
• HST uncovers evidence of farthest planet forming from its star. Astronomers have found
compelling evidence of a planet forming 12 billion km away from its star. This is roughly twice
Pluto'
s distance from the Sun. The finding may challenge current theories about planet formation. http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/jun/HQ_13-182_HST_Extrasolar_Planet.html
•

Our Galaxy
•

Our place in the galactic neighborhood just got an upgrade. The Local Arm, where the
Sun is, is more prominent than previously thought. http://www.universetoday.com/102616/ourplace-in-the-galactic-neighborhood-just-got-an-upgrade/#.Ua2DnK5bqkI.email

•

HST maps 3-D structure of ejected material around erupting star. Astronomers observed
the light emitted by the close double-star system T Pyxidis, a recurring nova, during its latest
outburst. The light echo from the ejecta of previous outbursts was studied. They discovered
that there is a disk of material, one light-year across, orbiting the system.
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/jun/HQ_13-172_Hubble_3-D_Erupting_Star.html

Mystery structure around black hole. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/community/skyblog/
newsblog/Mystery-Structure-Surrounds-Black-Hole-194333461.html
Extragalactic astronomy
•

•

Pinwheel galaxy in UV. This image shows that active star formation is taking place in it.
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Pinwheeling_across_the_sky

•

NASA'S Chandra turns up black hole bonanza in galaxy next door. Using data from
NASA'
s Chandra X-ray Observatory, astronomers have discovered an unprecedented bonanza
of black holes in the Andromeda Galaxy. http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/jun/HQ_13181_Chandra_Black_Hole_Bonanza.html

•

Star explosion the most powerful ever seen. Two NASA space telescopes have captured
what appears to be the most powerful star explosion ever detected.
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http://news.discovery.com/space/astronomy/record-breaking-star-explosion-130507.htm
•

Colliding galaxy pair takes flight. This is the result of a collision between a spiral and an elliptical galaxy. http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2013/23/

Space research
• Amazing ATV. Image made from the ISS (International Space Station) of the ATV (Automated
Transfer Vehicle) Albert Einstein, Europe’s supply and support ferry, as it docked with the ISS.
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/ATV/Amazing_ATV
• NASA thruster achieves world-record 5+ years of operation. An advanced ion propulsion
engine has successfully operated for more than 5 and a half years, making it the longest test
duration of any type of space propulsion system demonstration project ever.
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/jun/HQ_13-193_Ion_Thruster_Record.html

Feature of the month: Exploration of Mars - by Pierre Lourens
More missions have been attempted to Mars than to any other
place in the Solar System except the
Moon, and about half of the attempts
have failed. This is because space
exploration is very difficult. But since
1996, Mars exploration has undergone a Renaissance, with data from
four orbiters and four landed missions
developing a revolutionary new view
of Mars as an Earth-like world with a
complex geologic history. Mars is a
bitterly cold, dry desert covered with
brownish red sand. It is dry in the true
sense of the word, because water
cannot exist in liquid form at the temperatures and pressures on Mars.
There is also a lot of evidence that
liquid water existed on its surface in
the remote past.
For a list of the active missions, future missions and past missions, see http://www.planetary.org/
explore/space-topics/space-missions/missions-to-mars.html
A mass of new knowledge about Mars has been gathered in recent years. It is far too
much to discuss in one article. A sample of web links to information about Mars is as follows.
•
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Mars_Express
•

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/mro/mission/overview/

•

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/odyssey/

•

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Crowning_glory

•
•

http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/podcasting/curiosity20130613.html
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/podcasting/dryice20130611.html

•

http://www.nasa.gov/content/phobos-passing-overhead/index.html

The image shows Mars. Along its equator is Valles Marineris, a canyon more than 4 000 km long,
200 km wide and up to 7 km deep.
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Errata - by Johan Smit
The following mistake was made in the “Beginner’s Corner” presentation titled “Hitting the wall”
that was presented at the meeting on 26 June.
Determining the exit pupil of a telescope and which eyepiece to use:
When describing the exit pupil of a telescope a mistake was made with the formula displayed on
the slide. Thanks to Pat Kuhn for spotting it. It gave me a chance to investigate and come up with
an easier method to use.
Remember the following standard formulas:
Magnification = Telescope focal length / Eyepiece focal length.
Focal ratio = Telescope focal length / diameter.
The following formula was given incorrectly during the presentation:
Exit pupil = Magnification / Telescope diameter
Here is the correct version:
Exit pupil = Telescope diameter / Magnification
Investigating it better, I found another formula that may be easier to use:
Exit Pupil = Eyepiece focal length / Focal ratio
Example:
6 Inch (150mm) F8 telescope. Focal length = 150 x 8 = 1200mm
Using a 20mm eyepiece.
Magnification = 1200/20 = 60 times
Exit pupil = 150/60 = 2.5mm
Alternative formula, using the focal ratio:
Exit pupil = 20/8 = 2.5mm
The recommended method to find out which eyepiece will provide a specified exit pupil is:
Eyepiece focal length = Exit pupil x Focal ratio.
Practical example using the focal ratio of the telescope:
You wish to obtain a 1mm exit pupil with this F8 telescope.
Eyepiece = 1 x 8 = 8mm focal length eyepiece.
Working it around the other way:
Magnification = 1200/8 = 150
Exit pupil = 150/150 = 1mm
Summary:
If you wish to obtain a specific exit pupil, just multiply that with the focal ratio of your telescope to see which eyepiece to use.
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Old

newsletters:

All old
082 883 1869 newsletters from January 2004
084 588 6668 onward are on our website.
072 247 6648 They contain a record of our
072 207 1403 Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.

082 325 8745
073 173 0168
084 588 6668
082 895 5686
072 806 2939
072 373 2865
082 498 4680
074 473 4785

Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

